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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true about establishing a security policy
for a connector API?
A. You must take a client's authentication type into account
when selecting a security policy for a connector API, but only
if HTTPS connections are used.
B. You do not have to take a client's authentication type into
account when selecting a security policy for a connector API
because security configuration is totally decoupled for clients
and connector APIs.
C. You must take a client's authentication type into account
when selecting a security policy for a connector API, but only
when using OAuth2 and Client Credential Flow.
D. You must take a client's authentication type into account
when selecting a security policy for a connector API because
mobile clients and connector APIs must use the same type of
authentication for successful operation.

E. You do not have to take a client's authentication type into
account when selecting a security policy for a connector API,
except when Facebook social login is used.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An application that you are managing has EC2 instances &amp;
Dynamo OB tables deployed to several AWS Regions. In order to
monitor the performance of the application globally, you would
like to see two graphs: 1) Avg CPU Utilization across all EC2
instances and 2) Number of Throttled Requests for all DynamoDB
tables.
How can you accomplish this?
A. Tag your resources with the application name, and select the
tag name as the dimension in the CloudWatch Management console
to view the respective graphs
B. Add a CloudWatch agent to each instance and attach one to
each DynamoDB table. When configuring the agent set the
appropriate application name &amp; view the graphs in
CloudWatch.
C. Use the Cloud Watch CLI tools to pull the respective metrics
from each regional endpoint Aggregate the data offline &amp;
store it for graphing in CloudWatch.
D. Add SNMP traps to each instance and DynamoDB table Leverage
a central monitoring server to capture data from each instance
and table Put the aggregate data into Cloud Watch for graphing.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Correct answer should be A.
When you turn on detailed monitoring in CloudWatch, you can get
1) Avg CPU Utilization across all EC2 instances and 2) Number
of Throttled Requests for all DynamoDB tables Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGui
de/GetSingleMetricAllDimensions.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and drop the BGP attribute on the left to the correct
category on the right. Not all options will be used.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
BGP Well-known Mandatory Attribute
V AS_Path
BGP Optional Nontransitive Attribute
Cluster List
Originator ID

BGP Optional Transitive Attributes
Community

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is not an approach proposed by the Basel
II framework to compute operational risk capital?
A. Factor based approach
B. Advanced measurement approach
C. Basic indicator approach
D. Standardized approach
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Basel II proposes three approaches to compute operational risk
capital - the basic indicator approach (BIA), the standardized
approach (SIA) and the advanced measurement approach (AMA).
There is no operational risk approach called the factor based
approach.
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